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Bare Life and Human Rights in Benyamin’s Goat Days
BY ROSS CAPUTI

More than a decade ago, Edward Said noted that “the idea that literature 
exists within a national framework” was eroding (64). He welcomed this change, 
for he felt that “[t]he politics of identity and the nationally grounded system 
of education” have been at the expense of a “sense of a collective human 
history” (68). Although the nationalist framework for the study of literature has 
been challenged by some of the best minds in literary studies, the nation-state 
system as an economic, political, ethical, and juridical framework has not been 
effectively criticized. Benyamin’s novel Goat Days (2012) is unique in its portrayal 
of the biopolitics that underlie the nation-state system and the failure of the 
human rights paradigm. In this novel, the reader is brought into the world of 
a migrant worker, Najeeb, who is brought from India to Saudi Arabia to tend 
a goat farm and is neglected by all the state institutions that are charged with 
his protection and the entrustment of his rights. Najeeb is reduced to his most 
basic existence, what Giorgio Agamben terms “bare life,” which approximates 
the quality of life of the goats in his care (Agamben 6). He, thus, becomes the full 
expression of Agamben’s “homo sacer,” a man who “may be killed and yet not 
sacrificed,” who reveals the biopolitical fracture and the operations of sovereign 
power that underlie the nation-state system (8). When Najeeb cannot access his 
human rights, which are supposed to be “natural” and “inalienable,” the reader 
is led in a new direction: towards an ethics that cuts across class, race, nation, 
and even species. 

Goat Days is presented to us as a true story about Najeeb, told by Najeeb 
himself to Benyamin, who recounts the story to the reader. Najeeb is from the 
economically disadvantaged muslim Malayali community, and a citizen of India. 
Najeeb’s birth within the geographical boundaries of India legally confers Indian 
citizenship upon him, yet this status does little for him. As a husband and soon-
to-be-father, Najeeb must rely on his body to provide a living for his family by 
repeatedly diving into a river and mining sand from the bottom. However, upon 
hearing the news of an available work visa to go to Saudi Arabia, and on account 
of a rumor that the state would soon begin regulating sand mining, Najeeb 
mortgages his house and borrows money to pay the application fee (36). Due 
to the Malayali community’s limited inclusion in the national economy, Najeeb 
must bear further financial burden in order to leave his country, and endure the 
personal hardship of dislocation to ensure that his family is able to live with a 
certain amount of dignity and comfort.

Najeeb thus sits in multiple “zone[s] of indistinction,” which Agamben 
argues are produced by “the original political relation” known as “the state 
of exception” (181). Najeeb is at once included in and excluded from the Indian 
state; and he inhabits “dislocating localization[s],” such as his goat farm. 
Agamben explains how these apparent contradictions are rooted in the paradox 
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of sovereign power and positive law, in that the sovereign is both “inside and 
outside the juridical order.”It is granted power by the juridical order, while 
holding the power to suspend it altogether (15). The paradox is precisely that the 
“state of exception . . . is the presupposition of the juridical reference in the form 
of its suspension” (21). It is through the state of exception that the sovereign (or 
in our modern world, the state) exercises the power to decide which lives are 
worthy of living and which are not, binding bare life to power, with no other 
reference than to power itself. For Agamben, the homo sacer [sacred man], 
becomes a figure—like the concentration camp victim and the refugee—that 
reveals the biopolitical roots of Western politics. In ancient Rome the homo 
sacer could be killed without it being considered murder or a sacrifice, placing 
him outside the domain of civil and religious law, yet oddly validating the power 
of both (8). Similarly, Agamben argues that the Nazi concentration camps were 
not merely criminal, but were the full expression sovereign power over bare life. 
Indeed, this fact challenges us to see the concentration camps as “the political 
space of modernity itself” and to see ourselves “virtually in the presence of a 
camp every time such a structure is created, independent of the kinds of crime 
that are committed there and whatever its domination and specific topography” 
(174). Thus, ghettos, refugee camps, and urban war zones are the contemporary 
sites in which every person is a homo sacer. 

These “camps,” Agamben writes,

[are] produced at the point at which the political system of the modern 
nation-state, which was founded on the functional nexus between a 
determinate localization (land) and a determinate order (the State) 
and mediated by automatic rules for the inscription of life (birth or the 
nation), enters into a lasting crisis, and the State decides to assume 
directly the care of the nation’s biological life as its proper task (174-175). 

 The state of exception now has becomes a “spatial arrangement,” limited 
to these camps, where people like Najeeb exist as bare life under the paradoxical 
status of “sovereign subject” living in a “permanent state of exception” (175). 
This is the story of Najeeb, who is dislocated from one camp to another. 

With the help of his Malayali contacts—note that he does not make use of 
any services provided to him by the Indian or Saudi Arabian state, if any are even 
available to him—he is able to arrive in Saudi Arabia. But now, no longer able 
to rely on kinship or community, Najeeb finds himself completely vulnerable 
and isolated. He has no idea who his employer is and he does not speak Arabic. 
When a man with a pick up truck arrives at the airport, Najeeb jumps in the back, 
hoping, out of desperation, that it is his legal employer. The man then takes 
him from the Saudi Arabian capital of Riyadh into the desert. With no police in 
sight, Najeeb is forced to do grueling labor as a goat herder. For years, he has no 
choice but to live outside, exposed to the elements with the goats. He is just as 
dependent on his captor for food and water as the goats are, and he is just as 
vulnerable to his captor’s cruelty. 
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Najeeb’s ambiguous status as neither foreign worker nor refugee reveals 
the extent to which human rights do not belong to humans, nor are they 
“inalienable.” Agamben locates the weakness of the human rights concept 
in their contingency on state power. He points out that the ambiguity in the 
Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizens of 1789 between “man” and “citizen” 
as the categories in virtue of which subjects are guaranteed rights also makes 
state power their guarantor (126-127). Thus, the link between the mere fact of 
birth, the accidental geographical location where birth occurs, and citizenship 
is constructed on the notion that “man’s bare life . . . in passage from subject 
to citizen, [is] invested with the principle of sovereignty” (128) This “fiction” is 
revealed in the oxymoronic notion of a “sovereign subject,” which signifies both 
“what is below and, at the same time, most elevated” (124). 

The biopolitical fracture in Western politics is characterized by these 
ambiguities, or zones of indistinction. Agamben analyzes “the ban,” or “the 
state of exception,” as the original political relation, and notes the polysemous 
meanings of “ban” in romance languages as “at the mercy of,” “out of free 
will, freely,” “excluded, banned,” and “open to all, free” (110). In this ambiguity, 
we can recognize its ability to “signify both the insignia of sovereignty . . . and 
expulsion from the community” (110-111). Similarly, the term “people” names 
both “the constitutive political subject and the class that is, de facto if not de 
jure, excluded from politics” (176). Agamben notes that,

[s]uch a diffuse and constant semantic ambiguity cannot be accidental: 
it must reflect an amphiboly inherent in the nature and function of the 
concept “people” in Western politics. It is as if what we call “people” 
were in reality not a unitary subject but a dialectical oscillation between 
two opposite poles: on the one hand, the set of the People as a 
whole political body, and on the other, the subset of the people as a 
fragmentary multiplicity of needy and excluded bodies; or again, on 
the one hand, an inclusion that claims to be total, and on the other, 
an exclusion that is clearly hopeless; at one extreme, the total state 
of integrated and sovereign citizens, and at the other, the preserve—
court of miracles or camp—of the wretched, the oppressed, and the 
defeated. (177)

Najeeb inhabits all of these zones of indistinction simultaneously. His bare 
life, the mere fact of his body existing within state boundaries draws attention to 
those boundaries as an expression of state power, which mark its geographical 
limit. Within those boundaries, law can be suspended entirely, as absence or 
excess, suspending the laws that obligate the state to protect its citizens or 
abusing the laws that allow the state to kill. In his own words, Najeeb “lived on 
an alien planet inhabited by some goats, my arbab and me” (125). The complete 
lack of state institutions, or anything else resembling civilization, should not be 
understood as a lawless frontier, but as the “ban,” as an “inclusive exclusion,” 
within the state’s juridical order and outside it. In this state of exception, Najeeb’s 
arbab (which Najeeb believes means “savior” but actually means “employer” in 
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Arabic) is free to abuse and neglect him. Because of the vastness and harshness 
of the desert, Najeeb is persuaded from trying to escape, until he is desperate. 
Then after walking through the desert for days, finally reaching Riyadh, Najeeb 
provokes arrest, volunteering to be a captive of the state, preferring to go to 
prison and be within the juridical order than in the zone of indistinction between 
its absence and excess.  

Yet there is another level of biopolitical fracture revealed by Najeeb’s bare life. 
In medieval German society, the concept of the wargus (“wolf-man”) was tied to 
the ban in that those who were excluded from society became indistinguishable 
from beasts. Agamben notes that what “remain[s] in the collective unconscious 
as a monstrous hybrid of human and animal, divided between the forest and the 
city—the werewolf—is, therefore, in its origin the figure of the man who has 
been banned from the city” (104-105). Najeeb resembles this figure, and not for 
being dehumanized by his captor, nor for his degraded hygiene and health and 
the unavailability of culture to him. Najeeb’s bare life in these multiples zone 
of indistinction reveals the extent to which humanity—in its legal, political, 
and cultural sense—is a social construct beyond the mere biological category. 
The elevated moral and political status that we grant to “humanity” above the 
domain of animals, in which human rights are thought to denote a category of 
special moral concern and juridical domain, is called into question by Najeeb’s 
bare life in the ban, which appears to us cruel, and the lives of the goats living 
in that same ban, which appears to us normal, and the caring relationships that 
Najeeb forms with the goats.

Najeeb remarks with despair that he had “become a goat” (149). Yet his 
transformation is significant of more than just the terrible inequality that exists 
in our contemporary world, often provoking the clichéd metaphor that men 
have been reduced to beasts. Najeeb’s ability to form relationships with the 
goats and express moral concern for their well being outside of the legal norms 
determining the quality of treatment that humans and animals are entitled to, 
outside of culture, which attributes prestige to humans above other species, 
thrusts the reader into a domain of moral evaluation that puts humans and other 
animals on an equal playing field.

He expresses deep concern for the injustices and cruelties done to the goats 
by his captor. He secretly lets the baby goats drink their mothers’ milk, rather 
than drinking communal milk from a common pail as his captor has instructed, 
because he feels that it is wrong to deny a mother and a child that bond of 
nurturing and feeding from one another’s body. Also, he feels that castrating 
the goats is “brutal” (113). And when his captor forces him to eat goat meat, 
Najeeb says he, “felt nauseated, as if I was devouring my own brother’s flesh” 
(149).

Not only does Najeeb feel empathy for the goats, but he bonds with them 
on an extremely deep level. He names them and remembers them as individuals. 
He adopts a newborn goat and names him Nabeel, the name he had chosen for 
his son. He even says of Nabeel that, “[h]e was my own son” (110). To him, Nabeel 
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was “a gift Allah had given me in place of my son” (110). Najeeb’s reality forces 
him to form relationships with the goats as real as any relationship between two 
human beings. He even goes so far as to “share . . . [his] body” with them (167). 

The moral psychology at play in Goat Days extends our critique to human 
rights as a psychological concept. Fathali M. Moghaddam and Cara Joy Riley’s 
developmental research has suggested that concepts of rights and duties 
emerge naturally as children “are socialized into their normative world” (100). 
Najeeb’s ability to construct interpersonal relationships—which are of central 
importance to theories of social psychology—with the goats, and above all feel 
interpersonal obligation towards them, is not just a result of Najeeb humanizing 
his goats, elevating them to a plain of moral consideration typically reserved 
for humans. This very hierarchy ceases to exist in this zone of indistinction, 
challenging our traditional notions of which categories are considered relevant 
of moral consideration and how such relationships develop through processes 
of socialization. Furthermore, it challenges the presumed connection between 
feelings of interpersonal obligation, and its correlated feelings of rights 
and duties, which emerge naturally in humans under normal developmental 
circumstances, and the political concept of rights. Najeeb’s relationship with the 
goats exposes the gap between our social psychology and the Western legal 
tradition of humanitarianism.

There are competing conceptualizations of “nation” and “state,” however, 
in political Islam. Najeeb is a devout Muslim, as is his captor. Two central concepts 
to Islamic theology is that of the umma and the dawla. As Tamim Al Barghouti 
explains, “umma” and “dawla” have traditionally been translated into English 
as “nation” and “state,” respectively. However, these terms have very different 
religious meanings, for “umma” is meant to refer to the community of all the 
world’s Muslims and “dawla” refers to a political state ruled by Islamic law, which 
may differ in several important ways from the Western idea of a nation state 
(32-57). But neither the Islamic nation nor the Islamic state provide Najeeb with 
a political alternative. In fact, they appear to suffer from the same biopolitics 
described by Agamben. 

Najeeb is never allowed to pray with his employer, except for one occasion 
when his employer is frightened by a thunderstorm and invites Najeeb into his 
tent to keep him company. And his employer feels no special moral obligation 
to Najeeb as a fellow Muslim. Even when he is in Riyadh trying to get thrown in 
prison, Najeeb and his companion Hameed loiter around Mosques during prayer 
time without going in to pray, in violation of Sharia law. But the two are ignored. 
Here too Najeeb is simultaneously caste out from the Islamic community and 
abused by its members, and its laws provide him no protection.

Though Najeeb’s religion and its institutions are largely absent from the 
novel, his faith is not. He speaks often of his faith in God, and how it got him 
through his suffering. “For me prayers were my bolt-hole,” he says. “It was 
because of faith alone that I could be strong in spirit even when I was weak 
in body” (153). Although a deeply religious man, Najeeb’s condition forces a 
perspective on morality that lacks a divine order of things. Najeeb lives outside 
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of almost every framework of analysis available to a Western reader. To even 
just comprehend his reality throws into questioning deep seeded political and 
ethical notions that are often taken for granted—such as liberal humanism and 
the nation-state system—ideas that are so rarely questioned in the West that 
alternative frameworks are almost unimaginable, and the Western reader is 
forced to step outside of themselves, if only for a minute, and read and empathize 
in a new way.  

Agamben notes that the entire left-right political spectrum has not 
adequately addressed the problem, as Foucault originally formulated it, that 
human beings are “animals whose life as living beings is at issue in their politics” 
(Agamben 188). Looking forward, Agamben argues that,

[o]nly a politics that will have learned to take the fundamental 
biopolitical fracture of the West into account will be able to stop this 
oscillation and to put an end to the civil war that divides the peoples 
and the cities of the earth. (180)

Whatever new politics might emerge out of biopolitical criticism, it would 
have to share the sense of collectivity that grounded Said’s conception of 
world literature. The bare life on display in Goat Days reveals the crisis posed 
by nationalism, racism, and classism, and offers the reader a new ethics that 
necessarily cuts through all these divisive ideologies. It is an open question 
whether or not a new ethics can lead to a new politics. While Goat Days does not 
provide the reader with a vision for a different way, it does afford the ability to 
begin thinking of one. 
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